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The Passport2Purity Replacement Kit provides additional materials for the Passport2Purity Getaway

Kit in order for you to take another child through the experience.  The replacement kit includes:  one

travel journal for the preteen, including 25 follow-up devotions one visa sticker used to

commemorate the weekend Please note: This is a replacement kit only and does not include the

Tour Guide for parents or the audio CDs. Those are included in thePassport2Purity Getaway Kit

(sold separately).
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The 5 topical sessions with illustrative special projects are:  Beginning the Journey Running with the

Herd Ready for an Upgrade? Destination: L Pure Crossing the Date Line  The Travel Journal,

FamilyLife Publishing Product # WKB16610,  includes 25 follow-up devotions on purity.

We got this journal for my 2nd son. We already had the full kit that was used for my 1st son and now

it's time for #2 to spend time with dad and the Passport to Purity program. It's am amazing program

and so wonderful to make the experience easy for dad and son. When you want to make sure

you're teaching your kids the important lessons and knowledge of life you got one chance to get it

right the 1st time. P2P is a great guide for the parent to teach your child about growing up, changes

in boys and girls, adulthood, peer pressure and love. All the lessons are there so you won't forget to

touch on an important subject with activities that go with the lesson for easy understanding through



a teens mind. At the end there is a letter to be written by the parent and even though I did not go

through the experience with my son I choose to write a letter to him (and will for #2). He got 2 letters

from his parents after sharing the bonding and educating weekend with dad. They went out of town

for the father/son weekend and at the end we gave him a gift of a dog tag cross with a bible verse

engraved on it. It was the special gift for him to remember the educational weekend with dad.

This is not compatible with the earlier set. I purchased as a replacement and found it not to be

useable.  took it in return. Good thing I reviewed it before spending a frustrating weekend trying to

use it. I sure wish this was posted somewhere on the description.

This journal is the accompaniment to the new 2012 revision of P2P. Exactly what I needed since the

P2P kit comes with only one journal, and I needed another for my second daughter.

There are a couple of object lessons that just don't work. One is "lighting a match". You have the

child light a match and blow it out. Then they try to light it again, and of course it doesn't work.

Obvious object lesson here about virginity. You can only light that match one time. Then they have

the child get another match wet, and try to use it as an object lesson in how God can help you keep

your purity. I say that sounds like you can go almost all the way, up until lighting the match, and God

will protect you. Hogwash. I say "KEEP THE D--N MATCH IN THE BOX IN THE FIRST PLACE!"]

Did with all 4 of my kids, 2 daoughter then 2 sons. I would recommend the next time they record it

they make the mentor part more generic because when they refer to "your dad" in the recordings for

the boys, it was not their dad, and that made ME uncomfortable, as I wasn't their dad, though that

would have been nice and better, but not our reality. I'm guessing that was probably painful for my

boys, as well. It was also difficult as their dad is not living a life of integrity or sexual purity. They

could say, "your P2P mentor" or something more generic - this would make it more user friendly so

grandparents, possibly youth leaders, of anyone other that the girls' mom or the boys' dad doing it

with them would fit. I also preferred the dirty water illustration over the playdoh one because the

playdoh was very distracting and ended up taking a lot more time. My girls and boys liked the dorky

songs, though they were the "new and improved" version for the boys. I think the illustrations are

fabulous. I so wish I'd had this when I was a teen. My daughter's are committed to purity. Praying

my sons will be committed to it as well.



This is a replacement journal, likely to be used for siblings when you have already purchased and

used the Passport2Purity kit for an older sibling. The kit itself is wonderful and has been a great tool

for helping my husband and I to communicate to our girls, our hopes and expectations of them

dating.Be warned - this is the new version of this kit. I was able to use it with our old kit, but I think it

would have been best to have the updated CDs to listen to and follow along with. We were able to

adapt it with our old projects, but I'm curious to know what we missed. I'll definitely purchase the

updated kit in a year to use again with daughter #3!

Ridiculous that this does not match the older set...that's an easy thing to state in the description,

why is that not listed somewhere. What a total wasted of money.

EXCELLENT!! 2nd time doing this cd material with my children. Would DEFINITELY recommend as

a must do, once in a lifetime opportunity, not to be missed for any parent of a teen or pre teen. (This

is a replacement journal, you would need to buy the cd set and instruction book from Family Life. ( it

gives a tentative schedule to follow for your time together with your teen, as well as exact

instructions on what to do to prepare, what to get, what to say, etc. )
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